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The analysis rind estimation of helxoptcr
performanc 0 is dependent upon
the accurate assessment of rotor induced velocity.
An empiriccl
curve relating
the flew through the rotor to the flight speed is used for vertical
flight and
the momentum theory is sufficiently
accurate for a tip sped ratro.~gYxter
than
about 0.1, but no simple method has been generally aveilablc for the intermediary
speed range.
I
h.
Sets of empirical'curvee
coverixq ths sped ranSe end based cn the
analysis of low speed flight performance are given in tb?s Report.
Ths charts
give values of the rotor induced velouty
varyin,q smoothly from the vertxal
flight
state to the forward flight
region in which the momenti theory becomes
accurate.
The charts nre presented in forms suitable for determiniq
steady
flight
perfomance an8 also for estimating rotor thrust duriq noceleratc3
motion in, for example, take-off flqht.
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Introduction

3.
1.

Introduction

The analysis
and estimation
of helicopter
performance
depends upon a@curafe
For flight
speeds where the tip
assessment of the inducer3. flow at the rotor.
spaed ratio,
/c- , 1s greater
than &out 0.1 the momentum theory (Ref.1) is
fairly
accurate;
for vertiral
flight
an empirical
cuY.70 of rotor coeffl0lentS
There is, however, no generally
accepted Simple
(Ref.2) is now conxnonly used.
method of estxnatlon
for the lntermedwry
range of axrspeed.
Theoretical
curves relating
rotor induced velocity,
flight
velocity
and
rotor &SC incidence
in a form derived
from the momentum theory but modified
to
fit the accepted empplrical data for vertical
flight,
were proposed for this
These curves, however, are
intemcdiiiary
speed range by Hnfner (Rcf.3).
mmcxrate
in the low speed range and it was therefore
decided to cstab~sh
mem eqrir~cal
curves, of similar
form, whxh would fair into the momentum
theory curves at the speeds
at
which ths theory becomes val.CL.

2.

A list

of symbols 1s given

Theory

of anaGLysi

at the end of the report.

The bnsie helicopter
theory (Ref.l)
is
2.1
General.
It
single rotor machx~e with some form of torque reaction;
main rotor blades are untapered and untwisted
and that the
k formula
for the
nonncl to and constant across the disc.
adopted from the momentum theory in the form
T = 27T

~,R2v,Vil

developed for a
is assumed that the
induced velocity
is
rotor
thrust is
. . . . . . . ...(I)

airflow
at the rotor.'
where V, is the induced velocity
and Vi I the resultant
The lnd%ad velocity
is thus related
to the main airstream
veloolty
and the
rotor disc incidence,
and may be used in conjunction
with the cquctiocs
of
motion to determunc helicopter
flight
performance.
The momentum theory, however, gives optlllustio
results
for vertical
flight
conditions,
end in its place an emglrlcal
curve of rotor coefficients,
(Fig.1)
relating
ihc induced velocity
to the main air&ream
velocity,
is now generally
used.
It is a-pparont that the momentum theory carnot produce results
in the 10~
forward soced range which are cowlstent
nxtn those obtained for vcrtxal
flight
from the empirical
curve.
A way of avoiding
thx dxcontinuity
has been suggested
by Hafner (Rcf.3:.
He points out t'hat tho moinentw thrust equation may bc written
m the form

Thus, for any given value of
vi/vT
the plot of V, .sm+~~ against V,cosi/vT
1s a circle.
Hafner, hpi;'ever, proposes that the centres and radri of the
family of curves be derived
from the established
data for vertical
flicht,
and
not from the theoretxal
basis.
The curves are therefore
accurate mGvertLcal
flight
and they approach the momentum theory form at high speed but they have
been found to be unreliable
in the loi/ speed region.
Accurate assessment of
performance
1s particularly
important
in this regxon - for example, for the case
of vertical
take-off
at different
wind speeds - and an attempt has been made,
therefore,
to establish
mean empirical
curves which are of the type suggested by
Hafner and nhich, in order to achieve continuity
over the whole speed range,
are fair&l
into curves derived from the momentum theory at the speeds at which
this theory becomes valid.
IThe..
*In

order

convenient,

airspeeds;

that

the theory

may be applied to any atmospheric
condrtions
it 1s
reduction
(Ref.4),
to work in terms of equLvalent
these speeds are denoted throughout
the report by the suff~
i.

as

m performance

The analyals of measured steady LOW speed performance data is m&e using
The equations may be w-ritten
the rotor power and energy equations
(Ref.L).
... .......

Subtractxng

Vi&11

(3) from (4) we get
=-$

TV&Z

+s

(3)

.

()oCDSni 3 R5 (23

+ $+

. VL'

it

*....e.\ ‘5)

!

!
For practical
steady flight
conditions
thrust is equal to the olrcraft
weight.

31

is reasonable

to assume that

the rotor

Knowing the performance
cand design chzzactenstics
of the helicopter,
the
airf'low
nt the rotor can be calculated
and empirical
charts constructed.
It
has been found convenient
(for reasons &.scussed in para.2.2)
to establish
curves
relating
uij V, and i, in dclition
to the basic chart relating
Vi, Vi Kurd 1.
For the presentation
in terms of u1 the momentum theory curves into which the
empirical
curves are ftired
have the family form
&(z;vis’!’

VT
The factor
e is introduced.
equal to 0.95.

=(T)’
to account

for

.......*..(6)

+1(g2
rotor

tip

losses,

and is asswea

to be

2.2 f4nclvsis
of experimental
results,
The flight
data used in i,hs analysJs
were obtsiz'rorn
test flights
on va.rLous helicopters,
including
the Hoverfly,
Dragonfly,
and Sycamore types.
Allowmce was mode for rotor blade taper by
using a mean value of the blade chord;
none of the rotors had twisted blades.
The effects
of compressibility,
blade stalling,
reversed flow and radial
flm
were neglected because estinntes
showed that these ef'fecss webe small OVER-the
low speed range.
The results
of tests made on any one aircraft
in various operating
conditions
were &vded
Into groups in each of whwh the atmospheric
conditions
were opproximntely the same, ma small oorrectlons
for temperature
naac usxng the mcfhods of
Mejn perfornmncc
curves were then drawn because definition
of c,i..e ewiricai
Ref.4.
curves clepcnds on dctermi~ng
the relationship
between speed. and &SC zncdence OS
p~tlCUlW
values Of v./vT ancL UJYT
I and isoiated
performance
points vtlll not,
in genera:,
give one o;i these values,
The tests covered only clinib nt low forward
speeds end autorotatlve
glides;
no results were obtained In the power-on dcrcent
flight
condition.
Analysis of the performance
curves for ui and i denen& on knowle&ge of P,
E and CD.
P WAS obtained from the maker's power curves, oorrected where necessary
for temperature
variations
by the methocls of Ref,5;
E wns determined from estimates
of the power to the tail rotor, gear losses, cooling etc;
C was taken from blade
design data.
Both E and CD were checked by correlation
mt R flight
test ciat;a Ln
vertical
fhght
cd in flight
at medium speeds, and values mere obtalned for the
la? speed range by interpolating
on curves of E and CD plottea
agarnst speed,
Equations (3) and (5) were then solved by successive approxima';lon
sznce initially
p was not law8n, and u.i/vTJ Vlsini/vT,
ViOOSJ./VT and VJvT were calculated
and plotted
agtunst speed.
The Values
of vi/VT or U~/VT
were thus obtained and.
we plotted
in figs.2
and 3.
F5.g.2 gives the fundamental. information
concmng
rotor induced velocity,
but the form of presentation
of Fig.3, using the a;ual velocity
at the rotor,
hcs
been found to m&e fainng
into the momentum equation curves easier than &es the
form shown in Fig.2.
On the other had, many more ex~enmoatnl
points are obtL%ned
/in

terms, .

5.
The shape of the curves
in terms of vL/v
than are obtcaned in terms of ~/VT.
was therefore
es Tablished more firmly at the lcwer end of the speed range using
cross- .
the prcscntation
in Fz~lg.2 and at the upper end of the rangc by Fig.3;
plottang was necessary to ensure that both foras of presentation
were consistent
over the whole speed range.
Establlshng
the curves was assisted by the f-et
that there 1s no Lscontlnuity
in airflow
conditions
at the rotor from forward
to backward flight,
so that all curves of both vi/v
and ui/vT
are normal to the
line Vicos~/vT
- 0.
Both charts have been extende 3 to cover the vertex
rin&
and
low speed autorotctlon
regions,
the extrapolations
bang shown by dotted lines.
3.

$pplicat1on

of emp1r1cnl

curves

The charts show In Flgs.2 and 3 present infom.?ation
3.1 Gencml.
These form me
concerning
the rotor airflow
velocrties
U-I fundancntal
forms.
not, however, the most suLtoble for dlrcct apl$lcation
to perforK%nce estirutlon
or analysis,
and other forms of presentation
hove accordingly
been consldercd.
It should be noted that the curves represent
the case In which there arc no
or blade stallins
effects
on the rotor from blaletaper
or tw.st, cor?presslbillty
In ~.p~~lprq the curves to perfonlance
estinat~on
and reversed
or raCLm1 flow.
sepaate
allowance should be made for any of these effects
w-ikioh IS t‘nought
likely
to be slgniflcnnt.
In steady flight
condltlons
the
3.2 Estlnrrtlon
of steady performance.
perforclance
nt n g;1ven o;lrspeed for known rotor speed and onqine conditions
is
normally required;
it IS therefore
neccssary to detcrixlnc
the rotor disc
Flg.4 prcscnts a chart for the estimation
of steady low speed
Incidence,
1.
paver-on perfcrmance;
it has been derived fron E5g.3 a.nd shows the v,?rintwn
In usx.n~ tlx chart, ul/vT is
of u,/v~ with V,/vT for spcc~f'~ values of i.
calculated
for selected values of ~~iJi/V'p from equation
(3);
~3s 3 first
approxlmatlon
tho effect
of /t 2 on I+ nay bc neglected vghcn Vl/v~ is small.
1 follows
from Fq.4,
and the true rate of clirib V, is then detcnuncd
frcr.1
equation (5).
3.3 Esticlatlon
of rotor thrust.
In steady flight
the rotor thrust 1s
approxlnztely
equal to the aircraft
neight,
but in nccelernted
:lotlons - during
take-off,
for cxalple - the rotor thrust izy be appreciably
&reat.tr,r thzn the
weight.
The cnpincal
curves may be presented in a fom frcilwhch
the rtitor
thrust at any stage of such 2 notion can be determined
(neglecting
unsteady
aerodynamic effects)
provided
that the power conctitlons,
fllzht
speed and disc
mcidencc
me Imown.
The &SC incidence
depends on the d~c attitude
to the
honeontal
2s well as the flight
path angle and is therefore
a. function
of the
flying
tec'mque.
The form of presentation
follows
(3) "y be written
m the form
= V13

j-2,,

from the fact

o Rz,+?~+

that

the rotor

roCns";R5

power equation

(1 +/-?)I

. . s (7)

The er.l:zlncal curves in fig.4
Give UJVT as n function
of Vi~*'T
md i;
the left-hand
side of equation (7) ma therefore
bc consIdered to be a
fuiot~on
of Vi/VT and. i.
Heny, if Vi,/*
/,/?
(= vJvT)
is
i,
charted as a funct-Lon of i and V, . 2~ 2 R2/ /mJ;;r
_ -?& CoCDsnf
R5 (I +p2j
p
(0
it ra possible,
since P,JLi,
Vi and i arc kno&, to find T.
A chart of ths
form is given In Fig.5 w. two pats,
the scale for vnlucs of the speed function
fron 0 to 2.0 being four tllnes that used for the range frora 2.0 to 20.0
4.

Further

developments

The curves given in this report will bo used to develop
methods for the low speed region of flight.

performance

reduction

The a~~lysls of flight
data will be continued when torquerletcrs
are avalable
to ineaoure the effertive
pwer at the !.=in rotor in flight,
rind it 1s also proposed
to analyse any rotor tower test data v;hch may become a.valable.
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